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Math is easy.

Yes, believe me when I say that Mathematics is cool. It’s actually fun. The numbers are just like chocolate fountains that are sweet enough to make you smile in the midst of a stressful day. It’s like your favorite ice cream that you would like to taste every time you see it. It’s easy.

What makes it hard is when you think that it’s hard. It’s only in the mind. But if you are really having a hard time dealing with the students’ number one enemy, which is Math, here are some tips on training your dragon.

First one, master the basic Mathematics. You have to deal with the basic ones in order to get along with the real Math problems. If you have to start mastering the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, then be it. The main reason why students are struggling in Math is because their fundamentals are not fully established.

Next, allot an extra time to study Math. It is one of the most efficient ways in dealing with Mathematics. Having some Math textbooks and a couple of books with a lot of exercises problems for you to work on would also be a huge help in nurturing your mathematical abilities.

And I think the biggest thing, love Math. Once you fell in love with it, all the good things will surely follow. You will crave for more knowledge on Math; you will pursue to expand your understandings, until the time comes that it would be your passion.
It’s just Math and you are human. Math is created by humans. Therefore, you created Math. False reasoning though, but take a time and make sense to it.

That’s it. After you have tried these things and your nose is still bleeding when you see anything related to Mathematics, just believe, because it’s only in the mind. That mind over matter, thing often works in any situation.

Another thing, try harder. Remember that trying is far better than doing nothing. Let the dragon in your mind, rage and set your heart on fire in craving for Math.
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